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Interplanetary magnetic field and equatorial ionosphere
by
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USTRACT. - Simultaneous data on the Interpilznetary magnetic freld (IMF) and h'F at the equatorlill slatlOn, Kodallcanal (Gea Mag.
Lat. O.6 D N) hos been e;taml1led for 15 occasIOns to Infer the pOSSIble effect of the sudden northward transitions of IMF on the
electriC fields in the equatoruzllonosphere dunng nlfht tzme. The resulti do not md,cate a definite Influence of the znterplanetary
l1IJIg1Ietlc freld on the nocturnal eqUIJtorlil1 ionosphere
RESUME - Les donnees Slmultanees du champ magnetique znterplantlall'e (1 M F) et h'F Ii 10 station iquatonale de Kodalkanal (latitude
geomagnetique 0.6" N) ont iti examinees en 15 occasIons pour di!duzre l'effet posszble des passages soudams au nord du champ
l1IJIg1Ietzque znterp!anetaITe sur lea champs electnques dans 1'Ionosphere equalonale pendant 10 nult Les resultats n 'znd,quent pas
une Influence bzen nette du chomp magnetique mterpilznetazre sur l'zonosphere equatoruzle nocturne.

1. Introduction
The equatorial ionosphere is well known to exhibit
ieV8ral characteristic features associated with the intense
electrojet currents at E-regton altitudes during day
time due to the greatly enhanced electrical conductlVlty
at the Ihp equator and the east-west electric field. The
eunents are very small during mght time due to the
&IeatIy reduced E-region electron density, but the
~c field is of the same magnitude though reversed
III direction (Satya Prakash et ai, 1970). Extensive evi~ce has been reported over the past several years to
~Ql~te a promment effect of the mterplanetary magne~I~ (IMF) on the electnc fields m the lugh latlI.!a Ionosphere (Heppner, 1972 , Mozer et ai, 1974 ;
~Ynard and Johnstone, 1974 ; Wolf, 1975). Some
to suggest a possible effect of IMF on the equaIIId BalOnosphere also eXIsts in hterature. Matsushita
'Illy !sley (1972) showed that, during geomagneti~IStUrbed periods, there exist good correlations
~ the changes in mterplanetary southward
~ C field and H-oomponent of geomagnetic field,
"'tYpe nrst-west electron drifts and disappearance of
'\'-riiJ 0 .sporadIC·E (Esq) on ionograms, in the equalIIeF:~n. Rastogi and Chandra (1974) noticed
8iOn east-west drift speed at Thumba, close to

to;c.e

the dip equator, during midday or midnight hours to
decrease WIth increasing magnitude of the southward
component of IMF, Bz • Rastogt and Patel (l97S) presented data for a few events to show that large changes
in B. from southward to northward are associated with
depressions in the H-component of geomagnetic field
(counter-electroJet). dISappearance of Esq on ionograms
and reversals in the E-region horizontal drift and F-reglOn vertical drift in the equatonal region, during day
tlme. They also noticed similar reversals in the E and
F-region dnfts dunng mght time (post nudmght penod)
in close aSSOCiation WIth a northward transition of IMF,
for one partIcular event (3 July 1968). For this same
event, it was shown later by Rastogi (1977) that the
northward transition of IMF is associated not only
with reversals in E and F-region drifts but also increase
in F-region height (h'F) and onset of mtense range
spread-F on ionograms in the equatorial regIon. These
changes in the equatorial ionosphere (durmg day and
night times) have been explained by them as due to the
imposition of a reverse (westward) electric field in the
equatonal region due to the mteraction of the solar
wind with the interplanetary field. The mechamsms
of the coupling between the interplanetary magnetic
field and the equatorial ionosphere are however not
clear. In a recent review article, Matsushita (1977)
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expressed the opimon that the above mentioned eVldence of a possible effect of IMF on the equatorial
Ionosphere represents common ionospheric disturbances due to geomagnetic storms or magnetospheric
substorms, probably triggered by-B., rather than direct
effects caused by changes In IMF, is the data presented
by the various workers pertains mostly to disturbed
periods. Very recently, Kane (1978) studied about a
dozen clear cut counter-electroJet events in relation to
changes in IMF and found the absence of a defmite
relationslup between the occurrence of counter-electrojet and flipping of Bz from southward to northward.
A similar mference was also drawn by Patel (1978)
from a examination of the relationship for 20 events,
between the disappearance of Esq on ionograms, reversal or decrease in the equatorial electroJet and northward transition of Bz '
Obsen'ation and conclusion
As the existmg evidence indicative of a pOSSible
effect of IMF on the electnc fields in the equatorial
Ionosphere dUring night time IS limited Just to a single
event (3 July 1968), it is felt worthwhile to examine
the relationslup for a considerable number of events
to infer whether the reported influence IS a systematic
one or not. In this brief communication, we present
the results of such an attempt where m we have studied
the effect of changes in IMF on the minimum virtual
height of F-region, h'F, at the equatorial station, Kodaikanal (10° 14'N, 77 0 28'E, Dip 3.5°N). The choice of
h'F to mfer the IMF effects on the electnc fields m
the nocturnal equatorial ionosphere is quite appropnate,
as changes Ul /z' F dunng night time In the equatonal
region are mainly attributed to the changes in electro·
dynamic drift caused by an east-west electric field. The
published IMF data (hourly averages) for the period
1963-74 (UAG rep No. 46-WDC-A for STP, NOAA,
U.S.A) IS initially searched to select days with sudden
inversions of the latitude (9) of IMF from negative to
positive values i.e. sudden northward inversions of
B z ' correspondmg to mght bme conditions for the
longitude sector under conSideration. In doing so, only
those events where m the value of '9' IS consistently
of the same sign for at least 3 hours on either slde of
the transition and the change in '8' is at least from
-40" to +40 0 , have been taken mto consideratlOn.
This selection procedure is adopted in view of the nature
of the IMF data used (hourly averages) and also because
of the intention to lImit the present analySIS to clear cut
cases. A fmal sample of 15 events became available for
study for wltich simultaneous ionospheric data at Kodaikanal was available.
At equatorial latitudes, the F-region height (h'F)
under quiet conditions tYPically shows a post sunset rise
reaching a maximum around 19-20 hrs L.T followed
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by a decrease. The postsunset height flse shows a
tive correlation with solar actiVit) and is consideled~
be due to an enhanced eastward electnc field in II
equatonal IOnosphere as the mcoherent scatter ob lit
atIons at Jlcamarca (Woodman, 1970) have sb.~tu
strong upward plasma dlifts in the F-reglon aroO'lii
sunset time dunng high sunspot years. In figure 1un.
shown, m comparison, the changes in the latitude:
of IMF, h'F and 6.Iz'P (deVIation from the mOn
median) at Kodalkanal for the IS selected events. ~
format of presentation is the same for all the events. lilt
daily planetary geomagnetic index, A is also shOWn
In Figure 1 for the vanous events to fudicate thele~
of geomagnebc actlVlty As may be seen from F~urel
In a majority of the events the northward inversiol1&~
Bz occurred far away from the sunset period. How~
In some cases the transitIOns in Br:; occurred ~
close to sunset period and to enable a separate '1lI!!et
effects from pOSSible IMF effects, the time of Io!i
sunset is mdicated in FIgure 1 for these events.
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Fig 1
Plots showing, m companson, the changes In the IJti~*};
of the mterplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and tOl'J.~
Ah'F (deViation from the monthly median) attheeq~velr'
station, Kodalkanal, for 15 selected events The I~
geomagnetic activity. represented by the daily
I'if.'
geomagnetic mdex, A • IS aho ~hown Not that ~
of '0' and h'F are thi!' same for all the events, I} ~1rH
for the event of 27/28 Dec 1967, The scale 0 19',0
also the same except for the event of 31 Aug!1 sept. elf,
The vertical arrow on the time scale mdlcates the tlJ11
local sunset
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It is clearly eVIdent from the results presented in
Figure 1 that, except for the two events of 8/9 Sept
1968 and 31 Aug/1 Sept 1970, in the rest there is no
trend whatsoever of a significant increase in the
F-region height (indicative of reversal in the F-region
~rtical drift) at Kodaikanal in response to the sudden
northward transItions of IMF. Even for the events of
8/9 Sept 1969 and 31 Aug/l Sept 1970, the signifl~nt increases in the F-region height appear to start
well ahead of the changes in IMF drrection, suggesting that they may not be related to IMF variations.
Besides, on some occasions (3/4 Aprl 1968, 8/9 Feb
1967,25/26 Feb 1968,27/28 Dec 1967) the northward
transition of B'i seems to cause a decrease rather than
the increase in n'F as can be seen from Figure 1. However, the decrease in layer height In these cases is eIther
not significant or seems to have started well ahead of
the changes in IMF direction. A further study of the
F-region behaviour at Kodaikanal (not shown here)
using M(3000) values and the formula of Shimazaki
(1959) showed that the behaviour of the height of
maximum ionization, hmF2 and !:l hmF2 (deviation
from the monthly median) IS essentially similar to that
of h'p and !:l h'F respectively for all the events. The
present study thus mdicates that there is no systematic and significant effect of the northward transitions of IMF on the equatorial ionosphere during night
time.
Manuscrit re~u Ie 30.03.79
EdItion revisee re~ue Ie 02_07.79
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